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Lincoln Geiger

Lincoln Geiger is one of the driving forces behind the Gaia Institute
and its home farm Gaia Village. He grew up in rural southern
Sweden, where the land with its ancient roots were still alive in its
people, but the change to modern agriculture had begun. He
started farming at the age of 18, inspired by the ways of his village
and the vibrant Swedish BioDynamic movement, which he joined
for a life dedicated for a renewal of agriculture. He inspired and
created the Swedish collective Mother Earth with his brother Chris
where he worked as gardener, farmer and miller for seven years. In
1979 he immigrated to Temple New Hampshire US where he
started a small farm, and in 1986 cofounded the Temple Wilton
Community Farm (TWCF) which helped imagine the idea of
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) in the US. Working there
with the dairy cows, the pastures and hay lands for over 30 years,
he always invited children as well as adults to join him in the work
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Dan MacElreavy

Dan Mac is an inspired and dedicated life long learner and teacher.
For over 25 years he has shared Mythic Adventures, Wilderness
Lore and Primitive Skills with students ranging Preschool through
High school and beyond. In the 1980s, he studied with Tom Brown
at the Tracker School and apprenticed at the Bear Tribe Medicine
Society with Chippewa Teacher, Sun Bear. He has taught wood
working, woods lore, and wilderness skills at High Mowing and
Pine Hill Waldorf Schools, assisting Keith Badger with the creation
of High Mowing's Naturalist Program inthe 1990s, and with Keith's
assistance, founded Wild Ways in 2004. Dan is author of The
Prophet Walker, a Mythic Reality Series exploring Natural Education
in a futuristic paradigm. 
 
email - danmac@awenbooks.com
Phone # = 603-325-8762

                                                     Education for Sustainable Harmonious Living

To establish and maintain an educational institution on a working biodynamic farm in order:

 
To educate children and adults through experiential learning in the arts and sciences including

but not limited to:  Agriculture, horticulture, forestry, ecology, home economics, nutrition,

cottage industry, wilderness care, crafts and survival skills..

To make such programs available to underprivileged children and adults.

 
The creation of these programs are intended to help people engage with the natural word,

building from within in each person a sense of unity and belonging. To foster practical,

emotional and intellectual relationships to the life creating nature that surrounds us stimulating

the development of a fruitful healthy person, community, ecology and world.
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